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A new radiation scheme has been developed for dynamic general-circulation modeling. An automatic 
determination of k-distribution parameters and a treatment of solar-terrestrial radiation interacting 
with gaseous and particulate matter are incorporated into the scheme by a technique that combines 
discrete ordinate and matrix operator methods. An accelerated scheme for cloud overlap is developed 
and tested. The resultant accuracy of the scheme is :t0.5 K/dayωa 70-km height in clear sky better 
than that of the line-by-line calculation method. @ 2000 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 

Modeling of radiation in the Earth's atmosphere is an 
important component in numerical climate modeling, 
especially for long司term climate simulations. Several 
important processes must be included in the radiaｭ
tion code. Gaseous absorption, including that of 
greenhouse g，部es， has to be treated accurately. It is 
also important to include scat白ring， absorption, and 
emission of radiation by particulate matter, such as 
clouds and aerosols, in the model.明lere has been 
considerable effort 旬 makefast yet comprehensive raｭ
diation codes that c叩 treat these processes with 
k-distribution appro氾mation. l-3 Although there is 
progress toward improving band-model schemesグ use
of k-distribution methods seems niore promising than 
band models for climate studies. In k-distribution 
methods the cloud emissivity can be calculated by the 
model itself, so there is no approximation for partial 
emissivity for thin clouds. Moreover, the amount of 
computation is propo此ional to the number of vertical 
levels N , compared with N2 in most band models. 
There are, however, still several drawbacks that must 
be overcome before this powerful method can be 
adopted for use in general-circulation models (GCM's). 
We need many eq山valent wavelengths, or 品目立lels ， to 
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calculate accurate radiative 自国.es， especially for evalｭ
uation of overlapping band abso中tionwith several gas 
specles. 
In this paper we propose a new radiation code for 田1

atmospheric general-circulation model. This code 
combines a k-distribution method with the discrete 
ordinate methodjadding the method ofNakajima and 
Tanaka.5 We have overcome several of the serious 
problems mentioned above for k-distribution methods 
by adopting a new technique for minimizing objectives 
of equivalent channels for k distribution. Treatment 
of the radiative e偽ct of particulate matter 田ld the 
overlap effect of partial cloud layers is also discussed. 
The first version ofthe code was developed in 1995. 

Since then the performance of the radiation code has 
been confirmed by several GCM's and mesoscale 
models implemented with that code. 

2. Formulation of the Radiative Transfer 

The radiative transfer equation for diffuse radiation 
U in a plane-parallel homogeneous atmosphere at a 
monochromatic wavelength is given by 

dU(T， μ ， φ) 
μ~= -U(T， μ， φ) 

UT 

+ωfl dμf" dcþ'P(μμ'φ 
-φ')U(T， μφ') 

+ωP(μ， fLo ， φ)exp(-Tjμ。)F，。

+ (1 一 ω)B(T) ， (1) 
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where T is the optical depth, IL is the cosine ofthe nadir 
angle of the propagation direction of the ray， φis the 
azimuthal 自宅le of the propagation direction meaｭ
sured 企omthe solar plane， μ。 is the cosine of the sol町
zenith angle ， ωis the single-scattering albedo, P(μ， μ' ， 
φ-φ') is a scattering phase function that represents 
single scattering 企omdirections (〆， φ') to (μ， φ) ， Fo is 
the solar incident irradiance at the top of the atmoｭ
sphere, and B(T) is a Planck function. The following 
matrix equation is obtained5 ifwe quantize the μ 田cis
and expand Eq. (1) into a Fourier series for <¥>: 

dU:t (T) キ
::!::M --, -'--' = -u士(T) + P:tWU+(T) + P+WU-(T) 

UT 

+ Ss:t exp( -T /μ。) + SB(T), 

where vectors and matrices are defined as 

u'=[r子トτ\)u叫…(

ベω小f'lTトτ)Ph 附川川φ制)…d“州州…φ刷州州俳山li ， j附山1， J怯山jド片=寸1

&叶:tイ=イ[卜川川ωイイ小f'lTト官P(::!::IL町陀P(::!::IL壮同±午μ 陶川川山φ制)…c∞O
SB:t = [2尚Om(1 - ω)B(T)li = 1，川，

M= 叫んli = 1, N]; W = (wi�jli = 1, N), 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where m is the order ofFourier series and {μυω;} are 
the points and weights for a discrete quadrature of 
order N in the hemisphere. In Eqs. (2)一(7) ， + means 
downward propagation and -. means upward propaｭ
gation. 
We can solve Eq. (2) by reducing the problem to an 

eigenvector decomposition problem of finding the reｭ
fl.ection, transmission, and source matrices for a hoｭ
mogeneous layer, as was shown by N akajima and 
Tanaka.5 The matrix operators for the layer can be 
defined as transform operators of scaled radiances 
(see Fig. 1): 

ぜ(T:t) ==長山:t(T:t) = R"U+(T:t) + T:tU:t (T芋) + E;:t, 
(8) 
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where T -and T + are optical depths at the top and 
bottom, respectively, of the layer. T, R , and E:!: are 
the scaled re:flection and transmission matrices and 
the emission vector, respectively. 
These operators can be expressed in terms of quanｭ

tities for single scattering. In the case of a twoｭ
stream appro泊mation (N = 1，的 =μ， ωι=ω) the 
matrices that appear in these expressions become 
scalars, so we can commute any combination of maｭ
trices in the solution. The expressions for re:flection 
and transmission matrices can be summarized as in 
Appendix A. In the expressions we need the first 
three moments ofthe phase function expanded into a 
series of Legendre polynomials: 

ぷ 2n + 1 
P(x) = 三.1 -，-gnPμ). (9) 

長O 生τ

The first moment is trivial, from the normalization 
condition of the phase function, and second and third 
moments are refe町ed 初 asthe asymmetry factor and 
the truncation factor, respectively, in the delta twoｭ
stream approximation6: 

gO = 1, g =gl> f=g2・ (10) 

We introduce the delta two-stream truncation and 
redefine truncated qu田ltities as follows: 

1-f 
ω モー ω 

1ωf 
T ← (1 一 ω()T，

g-f 
g ←一一一.

1-f 
(11) 

In this approximation the truncated phase function is 
g1Ven as 

P(O)(::!::IL , 

(12) 

We need only the zeroth-order Fourier term to calcuｭ
late radiative :fluxes. 
To take into account the effect ofthermal emission 

we expand the Planck function into polynomials of 
the optical depth 7: 

Nb 

B(T) = ~ bn(T -TT (13) 

In the truncation approximation we need the followｭ
ing replacement for the expansion coefficients: 

b_ 
bn•" 
" (1 一 ω{t

(14) 

Appendix A gives detailed expressions for source maｭ
trices with this expansion. We adopted Nb 2 to 
eliminate the two司grid noise in the heating rate proｭ
file that occurs as the coupling of dynamics and raｭ
diative processes in the linear expansion 
approximation. 
With respect to particulate matter, we prepared 

optical parameters of seven species, i.e., water cloud, 
ice cloud, dustlike aerosol, water-soluble aerosol, oce-
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Ref. 9 for definitions ofthe words). In the long-wave 
region, thermal emission dominates the scattering 
process, and, in this case, the diffusivity-factor apｭ
proximation is more accurate than the two-stream 
Gaussian approximation for estimating the following 
integral in the transfer solution: 

anic aerosol, soot aerosol, volcanic ash, and 75% 
H2SO 4 aerosol. The optical parameter table for parｭ
ticulate matter contains 

81 = Csca g 1/V, • • • , 

(15) 

80 = Csca/V, e = Cext/V, 

84 = Cscag4/V 

d = 1.66. トxp叫
(19) 

This means that the following transformation ofμ 
and flux F makes the transfer solution equivalent ω 
the two-stream quadrature formula: 

(20) 

Finally, we have the radiative flux at an optical depth 
T: 

F→叩.μ → l/d， 

for each species. The first parameter is the extincｭ
tion coefficient per unit volume ofparticulate matter. 
The other five parameters are moments ofthe volume 
scattering phase function , CscaP(( )/V. We preｭ
pared moments up to fourth order to take into acｭ
co国lt the use of a four-stream model for some 
applications. Given the volume of each particulate 
species and the geometric thickness of the sublayer, 
we calculated the truncated optical thickness and the 
single-scattering albedo from Eqs. (15) and relations 
(11). Optical thicknesses for extinction and for scatｭ
tering are calculated from the volume of each partic・
ulate as 

(21a) 入 <4μm，F:'::.= μω U:'::. + μ。 exp(-T/μ。)Fo，
Tp = 2. exp[(m)y(m)], 

(21b) 

where u:t u :tハ伝記 is the zeroth-or伽. Fourier 
term for the radiance as defined in Eq. (3). 

λ~4μm， F:'::. τu± ， 
(16) 

σp，n=22sn(mvm)， 

3. Modeling the Atmospheric Optical Prope同ies

We treat the gas absorption with a k-distribution 
approximation.1.lO The absorption coefficients kv at 

regular wave-number grids in a spectral band (VA' VB) 
訂e sorted in order of magnitude to yield the monoｭ
tonic function k(v*): 

(22) 

The function k(v*) is the k distribution, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3. 
If other optical parameters, such as particulate exｭ

tinction and scattering coefficients and the Planck 
function , are constant over this band, the following 
wave帽numberintegrals ofthe spectral flux are equal: 

ku • k(v*). 

(23) 
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where m means the polydispersion species number. 
The single-scattering albedo and the phaseｭ

function moments are calculated from Eqs. (16) and 
(17) as 

Approximating the atmosphere by a set of homoｭ
geneous sublayers (Fig. 2), we can obtain operators 
for each sublayer by applying the formula mentioned 
above. Radiative fluxes at the interfaces of sublayｭ
ers can be obtained from the regular adding theorγ8 
applied to the scaled variables used in our formulaｭ
tion. The expression for the internal field is as given 
in Appendix B, and the heating rate is calculated 
仕om this internal field. As for the value of the dis-
crete quadrature (μ ， ω) fo~the two-stream approxiｭ
mation, we adopted (l/Yき， 1) and (1/1.66, 1) for 
short-wave and long-wave spectral regions , i.e. ， λ<4 
μmand λ~4μm， respectively. In other words , we 
have adopted the delta two-stream Gaussian approx・
imation and the diffusivity-factor approximation for 
short-wave and long-wave regions, respectively (see 

(17) 

(18) 

1: N+l 

Fig. 2. System of sublayers as an approximation of an inhomoｭ
geneous atmosphere. 

gP,n = σp，n/σP，O ・ωp= σp，O/T; 
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fore we conclude that the correlated k-distribution 
assumption can be adopted in our study. To keep 
the monochromatic prope此y of the ray in the 
k-distribution theory, we must pose a condition that 
quadrature weights Wn not depend onP and T. This 
is the most distinct difference 仕om the exponential 
sum fitting transmissions method,l1 which optimizes 
[(kn ， ωn)ln = 1, N] without consideration ofthe monoｭ
chromatic property of rays. 
Under the correlated k-distribution appro泊mation

we can estimate 九(P， 的 of each sublayer from a 
prepared set of kn(Pi' T) at grid points (Pi, T). For 
atmospheres with only one constituent, this approach 
is enough to permit the integrated flux in each band 
to be ca1culated. There are, however, overlapping 
absorption bands that have more than two gas speｭ
cies, such as the bands of wa胞r vapor and CO2 near 
15μm. Suppose that we have two gaseous compoｭ
nen臼. Ifthere is no correlation in the magnitude of 
the gaseous absorption coefficients P(v) and P(v) we 
have to calculate K1 X K2' where K1 and K2 are the 
orders of discrete quadrature for gases 1 and 2, reｭ
spectively, and are possible combinations of absorpｭ
tion coefficients for estimating the band-integrated 
flux. If the absorption coefficients are completely 
correlated, however, we have only K1 = K2 combinaｭ
tions. The real situation lies between these extreme 
cases. We i1lustrate this problem schematically in 
Fig.5. 
We have used this idea to obtain the optimum 

quadrature [(kn, wn)ln = 1，悶 for overlapping bands 
by searching for a solution to minimize a score funcｭ
tion for estimating an internal radiation field. The 
monochromatic condition is interpreted as that in 
which gn and Wn do not depend on (P， 町 and the k 
distribution is evaluated as 

where the normalized 企equency distribution, which 
is the inverse function of the k distribution, is defined 
as 

-
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(24) 

Because the sorted spectrum is a smooth function of 
V* or g , a discre白 quadrature of reasonably small 
order, (kn , W n ) , can be introduced to approximate Eq. 
(23): 

K 

(F> = L F(丸)ωm (25) 

where Wn is a discrete quadrature weight for the nth 
quadrature wave-number point Vn *.九 is given as 
k(vn *). 
The sorted spectrum, k(v*) , is also a function of 

pressure 出ld temperature, P and T , respectively, of 
the ambient atmosphere; hence kn is also a function 
ofP and T: 

kn = kn(P, T). (26) 

When we reorder a spectrum at P and T with a sortｭ
ing key variable 日 ata standard condition, P 0 and To, 
we find an irregular fine structure in the resultant 
spectn江nunless P = Po and T = To, as shown in Fig. 
4, which is reproduced 企om Ref. 10. This means 
that the assumption of the correlated k開distribution
approximation1 is not valid in real atmospheres. If 
weso吋 the absorption coefficients under different (P, 
T) conditions independently, rays of different colors 
are mixed in a k-distribution channel, and the monoｭ
chromatic property of the rays is destroyed. As was 
shown by Shi,lO however, this breakdown of the 
monochromatic property can be ignored in evaluating 
band-averaged fluxes as a result ofcancellation ofthe 
fine structure in the course of integration. There- (27) kn = k*(gn)' 
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AI3 for the score function , we try to minimize the e町or
in both fiux and heating rates: 

S(P， わ = cl((F+ -F:Cue)2 + (F--Ftrue?> 
+ c2((H -Htrue?>, 

where H is the heating rate: 

1 d __. 
H(z) = ー←ー [F+(z) -F-(z)]. 

CpP dz 

(28) 

(29) 

Weighting coefficients were set as Cl = 104 and c2 = 

102 after some trial and e町or. We applied a nonlinｭ
ear optimization called the successive-quadrature 
program to find the optimum combinations of {gn' ωn} 
from all possible combinations {gnm, Wn m} with suffiｭ
ciently large values of K under the assumption of 
uncorrelated overlapping bands. Starting from this 
large set with the predetermined number of chanｭ
nels, we used the nonlinear optimizer to search for 
the optimal set {gn , Wn} within the least margin of 
eπor. Let us define “band" as a spectral region for 
each discrete quadrature {kn , n = 1, K} and "channel" 
as each quadrature point kn ・ The number of chanｭ
nels is determined, after some trial and error, by 
consideration of the required error budget and comｭ
putational resources. 
We adopted all six U.S. Air Force Geophysics Labｭ

oratory (AFGL) atmospheric models under clear-sky 
conditions as model atmospheres with which to calｭ
culate the score function in Eq. (28). For line-by-line 
calculation of absorption coefficients, we adopted the 
code designed by Uchiyama12 with the AFGL HITｭ
RAN92 line absorptio~ database. Figure 6 shows 
the optirr山ed g~ and g; for water vapor and CO2 for 
the 550ー770・cm-l  spectral range. The location of 
the frequency distribution in the figure suggests that 
use of a partial correlation rather than assuming an 
uncorrelated condition is more suitable for simulatｭ
ing the overlapping band absorptions in this exam-

g 
。

ﾗ 

ﾗ 

g 
ﾗ 

x! x温

550 -770 cm-I 

Fig. 6. Optimized 仕equency distributions for overlapping bands 
ofwater vapor and CO2 in the spectral range 550-770 cm • 

ple. However, because we start optimization from 
completely correlated assumption, the results tend to 
be on the diagonal line. We accept the resultant 
parameter combinations as effective, rather than reｭ
alistic, for minimizing the approximation e町orin the 
discrete space. 
Because Uchiyama's code is consistent with the 

definition ofline wing cutting ofthe AFGL LOWTRAN/ 
MODT貼N for treating line absorption (25 cm -1 from 
line center), we adopted the continuum absorption 
models of AFGL LOWTRAN-6 and LOWTRAN-7,13,14 inｭ
cluding the water-vapor continuum proposed by 
Clough et αl.15 The optical thicknesses for continｭ
uum gas absorption are refitted as in the following 
form: 

T02 = A 02pàz, (30) 

T03 = 2: A~3(T/旬、r03ムz ， (31) 

TH20 = [AH20 + BH20(T>rH20]rH20pàz , (32) 

where r is the gas volume mixing ratio, p is the air 
density at standard conditions Po 1013 hPa and 
To = 273.2 K. The absorption of 16 species of chloｭ
rofiuorocarbons (CFC) is adopted from Shi16: 

TCFC ヱ AFZC叫nc刊àz. (33) 
n=l 

Finally, the total optical thickness for the continuum 
absorption is 

TCON = TH20 + T03 + T02 + TCFC ・ (34)

4. Implen市entation of the Algorithm into a 
General-Circulation Model 

Applying the method proposed above, we made two 
versions of the radiation code for several atmospheric 
top heights. A 13-band, 58 ・・channel version (51 for 
the IR and 7 for the visible-UV) has a model top 
height of 70 km, and a 13・band， 37・channel version 
(30 for IR and 7 for visible-UV) has a top height of 40 
km. Tables 1 and 2 show the band and channel 
allocations for these versions. More channels are 
necessary in the IR region, especially for CO2 bands, 
for better accuracy for larger model's top heights. 
For computational efficiency we fitted kn(Pi' T) at 
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grid points (Pi , T;) with polynomials of P and T to 
interpolate kn(P， 町 at arbitrary P and T rather than 
using a look-up table method. The optical thickness 
for gaseous line absorption is thus given as 10~--.~~7主主ニ三ιー
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Fig. 7. (a) Vertical profiles ofheating rate and eπor for calculatｭ
ing long-wave flux. (b) Same as in (a) but for the near-infraJ吋
region. Six AFGL atmospher哩s and clear-sky conditions are as 
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(35) 

(36) 

TKD =ヱ k(m)cm ，

k(m) =唱EAu(m)川

with 

where TR' ω'R ， and gR.n are the optical thickness, the 
single-scattering albedo, and the phase-function mo・
ments for Rayleigh scattering. We can set ωR = 1 
with enough accuracy to include the Earth's atmo・
sphere. Band-averaged quantities for Rayleigh 
scattering can be obtained from the well-known valｭ
ues. 

Fi思lres 7(a) and 7(b), respectively, show heatingｭ
rate and error profiles for the long-wave and the 
near-IR (NIR) regions. At levels lower than 20 km 
the error in the heating rate is less than 0.1 K , which 
is comparable with the results ofFu and Liou.3 

Implementation of random overlapping of a multiｭ
layered cloud system may be one of the troublesome 
parts of radiation coding for dynamie llse. The numｭ
ber of combinationss of overlap is 2N for an N-layer 
system, even ifwe neglect partial cloudliness. With 
partial cloudliness, computation ofthese cases is proｭ
hibitively time-consuming in the random method. 
To avoid this problem, we adopt a method, called the 
semirandom method, that is similar to the clever one 
proposed by Morcrette and Fouquart,17 with which 
we can take advantage ofthe adding method ofradiｭ
ative transfer adopted in our algorithm. Consider 
the situation of partially cloudy sublayers with cloud 
fraction n , as shown in Fig. 8. To approximate the 

where Cm is the number ofmolecules for the mth gas 
species. From Eqs. (16)一(18) ， (30), and (34)ー(36) ， the 
optical parameters for an air mass with gaseous and 
particulate matter are 

(37) 

(38) 

T = Tp + TR + TCON + TKD, 

ω= (ωpTp + ωRTR) /T， 

(39) gn = (ωpTpgP，n + ωRTRgR，n)/(ωpTp + ωRTR) ， 

Table 2. Band and Channel Allocation for a Low-Resolution Model 
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situation, we make the following linear combination 
operators for each sublayer: 

<<Rk>>, <<Tk>>, (40) 

where the averaging operator (ths) is defined as 

<<Q>> = nQc + (ト n)Q.， (41) 

with subscript c for cloudy conditions and s for clear 
sky. 
The average optical depth at the sublayer top is 

calculated as 

K 

<<t1,k>> = 日 <<tk>> ， (42) 

where the transmissivity ofthe atmosphere for direct 
solar radiation is defined as 

t = exp(-Tjμ。). (43) 

AB in Eq. (All) below, the source vector of a sublayer 
can be decomposed in旬 two components, Es.ktl.k and 
EB ,k' which correspond to terms with a solar rad礼tion 
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calculated by random and semirandom methods. 

source and with a thermal radiation source, respecｭ
tively. We define the average source vector for the 
system as follows: 

<<Ek>> = <<EB,k>> + <<Es,k>><<t1,k>>' (44) 

With those averaged operators given in expression 
(40) and Eq. (44) for each sublayer, we apply the 
adding theory given in Appendix B to 血ld the interｭ
nal field of the partially cloudy system. 
Figure 9 shows heating-rate profiles of an atmoｭ

sphere that has cloud decks located with 2・， 6・， and 
9・kmcloud-top heights and 1-km thickness for three 
cases of total cloud 合action: n = 0, 0.2, 1. For n = 
0.2 we assumed a situation of random overlap. The 
figure shows that the effect of partial cloudiness is 
more important in the short-wave region than in the 
long-wave region. Figure 10 shows a comparison of 
the random and the semirandom methods for other 
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averaged parameters. For thin atmospheres the 
following average will be valid: 

(46) 

where the angle brackets indicate wavelength inteｭ
gration over a band under consideration. For thick 
atmospheres , the similarity parameter ~ = [(1 一 ω)/
(1 -gω)]山 is an inherent parameter.19,20 A highly 
variable factor for wavel旦盛h in the similarity paｭ
rameter expression is V 1ー ω. We therefore can deｭ
fine an effective absorption coefficient (α) to conserve 
the wave-length average as follows: 

-10 -8 ..s 4 .2 

(eυ) = (8v) + (αv) = 8v + (αv) ， 

examples of a randomly overlapping cloud system. 
In this case, we put 1-km-thick clouds into all the 
sublayers with 1-km 企om 1 to 9 km, with n = 0.5 for 
all these sublayers. It is shown that the semiranｭ
dom method slightly overestimates, by 0.03-0.05 
K/day, the short-wave heating rate calculated by the 
random method. This e町0町rlおs smaller than the di品ι 
f色h恒祉rence in heating-r 
shown in Fig. 9. This observation suggests that the 
proposed semirandom method is accurate enough to 
simulate random overlapping for our purpose, beｭ
cause there is more uncertainty in the validity of 
random overlapping in real atmospheres. Although 
this is not shown in a figure, the long-wave heating 
rate of randomly overlapping systems can be estiｭ
mated quite accurately by the semirandom method. 
That this is so is understandable, as the formula is 
close to that of the random method when there is no 
scattering. 
In our model, surface reflection and emission are 

introduced by a Lambert surface characterized by a 
flux albedo, Ap • For the ocean surface we fitted the 
empirical data of Payne18 by the following formula to 
obtain the flux albedo: 

(45) 4=斗吉富山/]
(47) 

where (8) is the scattering coefficient averaged over a 
wavelength band. Then the expression for the effecｭ
tive absorption coefficient is 

(αv) = メヲ (8V>
.l-x 

x = (兵士五)三 [1 -(8)/((α) + (8))]1 /2, 

where t is the flux transmissivity for short-wave raｭ
diation. 

(48) 

We refer to those two averaging methods asα 
averaging and 8 averaging. As shown in Fig. 11, 
the co-albedo of clouds, 1ω， is smaller for 8 avｭ
eraging than for αaveraging. In Fig. 12, heating-

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

It is not trivial to evaluate the band-averaged values 
of optical parameters in Eqs. (15) to attain the maxｭ
imum efficiency for reducing the number of bands, 
because the absorption coefficientαv of cloud particles 
is not so smooth a function in the NIR and IR spectral 
regions (Fig. 11). It is therefore worthwhile to conｭ
sider the method of averaging to obtain band-
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rate profiles with these averaging methods are 
compared for cloudy atmospheres. We put a cloud 
deck at 2-5 km into the U.s. Standard Atmosphere. 
For this case we used a four-stream approximation 
for a radiative transfer solution to identify the reaｭ
son for the difference in these calculations. We 
tested 12-band (wave-number limits with 50, 550, 
800, 980, 1100, 2500, 14500, 24000, 31 000, 
35000, 41000, 45000, and 50000 cm-1) models 
and 17・band 50, 250, 400, 550, 770, 990, 1100, 1400, 
2000, 2500, 4000, 14500, 24000, 31000, 35000, 
41000, 45000, and 50000 cm-1) models. The 
heating幽rate profiles for long-wave radiation are 
well defined, without large deviations from the true 
value, even with the 12-band model. Band allocaｭ
tion is therefore not so critical for calculating the 
heating rate of cloudy atmospheres. However, 
Fig. 12 shows that short-wave heating rates deｭ
pend on the number of bands used and on the 
method of averaging in a band. For the 12・band

model there is only one NIR band, whereas the 
17・band model has two NIR bands. It is shown, 
therefore, that one NIR band is not suitable for 
calculating short-wave fiuxes. As for band averagｭ
ing， αaveraging is better than s averaging, except 
near the base of a thick cloud in the short-wave 
region. This is natural because s averaging is 
based on an asymptotic theory that is more suitable 
for thicker clouds. 
As we have shown above, we are able to construct 

a fast yet comprehensive radiation code for use in 
climate modeling. We can treat scattering, ab圃
sorption, and emission of particulate matter with 
the model as well as can gaseous absorption and 
emission without introducing an emissivity approxｭ
imation and a band model. The amount of compuｭ
tation is proportional to the number of sublayers, 
owing to the discrete ordinate method/ adding algoｭ
rithm and a semirandom overlapping model. This 
advantage may compensate for the disadvantage 
that a large number of channels is needed for accuｭ
rate calculation for a wide range of altitudes beｭ
cause recent GCM's tend to include more sublayers. 
Because our code, except for the transfer routine, 
does not depend on the number of quadrature 
streams, we easily can extend our code to a fourｭ
stream version by replacing the transfer routine. 
We also developed an objective method to determine 
parameters for the k-distribution method to maxiｭ
mize efficiency in reducing the number of channels. 
Although there are many problems to overc 

Appendix A 

For a two-stream approximation, the formulas ofNaｭ
k勾ima and Tanaka are reduced to scalar equations. 

The scaled refiection and transmission matrices are 
g1Ven as 

R=!IXI(1 +E) 一 λ(1 -m+X(1-E)- λ(1 十日|
21X(1 +E) + λ(1 -E) X(l -E) + λ(1 + E) l' 

(A1a) 

T=! IX(1+ 町一入(1 m-X(1-E)/入一 (1 +E~I 
21X(1 +E) +入(1 -E) X(l -E)/λ+ (1 + E) l' 

where 

r ニ 1{1 一 [p(Ol(μ ， μ) ::':: p(OJ(μ， μ) ]ω} ， 
μ 

(A1b) 

X=X一 ， Y=X+ , (A2) 

G=XY， λ = .jG， E = exp(-ﾀLh). (A3) 

where ム1"ザ1"- is the optical thickness of the 
layer. 
Source vectors are 

t-= VO--RVo+ - TV1一 ， t+ = V1 + - TVo + -RV1 -, 

(A4) 

where vectors Vo::t and V1::t are calculated as 

σs" =Wω[p(OJ(μ， μ。) ::':: p(OJ(一ιμ。)]， (A5) 

九三~ [( 1 ::'::ヰ)なーし:±三] , 

W-= 長/J.L，

cn = 2τ(1 一 ω)W-bn ，

Do" = (2C2/G + Co)/Y 手 Cl/G，

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

D/ =cdY 平 2C2/G， D2" = C2/Y' (A9) 

Then we have 

VO" = Vs" exp(- 1"一/μ。)Fo + Do" , (A10a) 

V1" = V/: exp(- 1"+/μ。)Fo + Do" 

+ D1"!11" + D2"ム1"2. (A10b) 

From Eqs. (A5)一(A10) ， Eq. (A4) can be decomposed 
further into a term including the vector Vs::t and a 
term including D;士:

ピ= ts" exp(-1"一/μ。)Fo + tB'" (A11) 

The first term on the right-hand side ofEq. (A11) is a 
contribution of the solar radiation source, and the 
second term is that of the thermal radiation source. 
One can find ts and tB in Eq. (A4) by setting T一 =0
and F 0 = 0 in Eqs. (A5)一(A10).

Appendix B 

The scaled operators given in Appendix A for two 
sublayers can be combined to generate those for 
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added layers in a method that is similar to the ordiｭ

nary matrix opera旬r method: 

R1.2+ = R/ + T1-(I -R/Rl一r 1RどT/ ，

T1.2 -= T1-(1 -R2 +R 1一r 1T2- ， (A12a) 

E1.2 一 =El-+ Tl-(I-RどR1 -) 一 l(R/E/ + E2 -). 

(A12b) 

We  derive the operators R 1.2 -, T 1.2 +, and E1.2 + in the 

same way by interchanging the roles of layers 1 and 

2. The following expression for E1.2 - is useful beｭ

cause we can utilize the expression of El 2 + for the 

calculation: 

E1.2+ = E2+ + T2+[El+ + R1 σ -R2+R 1 -) 一 1

X (R2 +El + + E2 -)]. (A13) 

Adding layers successively 企om bottom to top and 

then adding layers from top ωbottom， we obtain the 

following internal intensities: 

u+ = (1 -R1-R2+) 一 1(R1 -E2-+ El +), 

u -= R2 + U + + E2 ・ (A14) 

We  are grateful to Akihiro Uchiyama for providing 
us his line-by-line calculation code and for valuable 

discussions of calculating gas absorption spectra. 

We  dedicate this paper to the memory of our coauｭ

thor, Masahito Tsukamoto. 
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